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Hey!  
Join us for our 10th birthday celebration of our company Minuta dvije  
in big style!

Select our new B2C and B2B webshop  selectedd.com if you want an 
innovative, yet inspirative piece of design to speak on your behalf. Smart, 
beautiful, functional and simple to use were the main characteristics we 
were looking for, while cherry-picking the finest of the gifts from various 
high-quality brands. 

We are still growing, as is our web shop, so be sure to fingerprint the 
brochure, but also to visit selectedd.com for the fresh gems! 

Surprise your business partners, colleagues or someone dear by choosing 
just the right gift which they will love and appreciate forever.  

nives borko 
Minuta dvije





MEMOBOTTLE is a premium slim line, reusable 
water bottle designed to fit stylishly into handbags, 
backpacks, laptop bags and even within your pocket; 
designed to fit where other bottles don’t. The shape of 
the memobottle™ closely resembles the dimensions 
of a sheet of paper (available in A5 and A6 size) and 
is made from a durable BPA-free and cradle-to-cradle 
certified plastic.

Info: Lids: Includes a black and white Lid;  
BPA-Free Plastic
A 5: 750ml; Dimensions: 243mm x 148mm x 30mm; 
Max Temperature: 50 degrees Celsius
A6: 375 ml; Dimensions: 195mm x 11mm x 30mm; 
Max Temperature: 50 degrees Celsius
Slim- Capacity: 375 ml; Dimensions:  
195mm x 11mm x 30mm; Dishwasher friendly/  
Hot water safe/ Freezer safe

Brand: MEMOBOTTLE
Price:  A5: 24 EUR, A6: 20 EUR, A7: 20 EUR,  
SLIM: 22 EUR
Branding possibility: YES
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CLOSCA BOTTLE is made from borosilicate glass, one of the 
strongest and toughest glasses on the market. Today, glass 
is the most respectful material to water and doesn’t add 
any smell or taste.
Its innovative silicone strap, with a magnetic buckle, at-
taches to your backpack, bike or stroller making it a perfect 
fashionable accessory.
The Tea/Fruit infuser allows you to create special flavors by 
adding tea, fruit, gingerroot.
Brand: CLOSCA
Colors: Black/ White
Price: 35 EUR
Branding possibility: YES
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Both! Zip some water and then 
massage the sour muscles and 
joints. You can use this multitasker 
at the gym, in your office or in the 
nature.
The sleeve is removable.  
The stainless bottle keeps the water 
cold for 24 hours, or hot for 12. 

Material: Steel/EVA Foam 
Size: 29.2 x 8.9 cm
Brand: W&P
Price: 27 EUR
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CLOSCA BIKE HELMET goes with you, 
dynamically adapting to your life. It 
surpasses the strictness international 
safety certifications. The helmet stays 
locked and secure while on
your head. Put it into any purse or 
backpack with the most efficient 
portable system and use NFC chip 
(located on top) to connect to your 
smartphone and store your emergency 
information.
Closca Helmet is the only foldable 
helmet that fits into any purse or 
backpack. It reduces its volume by more 
than 50%.
Subtle, hidden air vents help to protect 
against sunstroke

Brand: CLOSCA
Colors: Black / White
Price: 80 EUR
Branding possibility: YES
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MELON & LIME - YOGA MAT WITH 
CONTENT has an integrated 
NFC chip that will enable you 
to unlock the upcoming app with 
exclusive guided exercises. The 
carrying strap makes it easy for 
you to take the mat to the studio 
and back, while you can also use 
it for stretching.

Info: Made of TPA; Non-toxic; 
PVC & Latex and Chloride-free; 
Recyclable; size: 183 cm x 61 cm 
Brand: MELON& LIME
Color: lime green/ melon Orange
Price: 42 EUR
Branding possibility: YES on the 
caring strap
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1 daily activity for 30 days to get your dream body!
Working out regularly and having a fit body is very 
appealing idea. This 30day fitness challenge is very 
entertaining and an efficient way to get in shape in 
a month and gradually transform your body and feel 
better. Pull the day-ticket and start the challenge!
 
Brand: DOIY  
Price: 8,50 EUR
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Total freedom. And no strings attached. 
That’s exactly what you get with these 
wireless in –ear headphones. Either 
when you’re on the move, out for a run, at 
the gym or just need for shutting out the 
world around you and indulge in music. 
Each earbud can be used individually or 
together. 
Up to 4 hours playback time; Bluetooth 
4.2, built in microphone for hands-free 
phone calls; Bluetooth range 10 m
Included wooden box

Brand: KREAFUNK 
Price: 60 EUR
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is an ultrasonic aroma diffuser. 
It has two diffusion programs: 
continual or 2 h power supply.  
The USB port is included.  
Size: 11 x 15,2 cm. The diffuser is a 
homage to the Art Deco style.

Base Colors: black marble, wood, 
white marble
Brand: LEXON 
Price: 45 EUR
Branding possibility: YES
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We spend a third of our lives 
asleep and getting enough of it 
is essential for maintaining good 
physical and mental health. So take 
a relaxing bath, immerse in the 
soothing aura of lavender and then 
shut the world away.
The kit contains bath oil (50ml), 
lavender pillow spray, eye mask 
and ear plugs

Brand: APOTHECARY DEPARTMENT
Price: 18 EUR
Branding possibility: YES, above 
250 pieces
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Displays beautiful photos of life’s small 
pleasures. The text on the reverse of each 
card works with the image to create a gentle 
reminder of those small pleasures witch we 
sometimes overlook.
60 cards in box/ 10 cm x 8 cm x 2,2 cm 

Brand: SCHOOL OF LIFE
Price: 14 EUR
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JOURNAL - NIGHT THOUGHTS is an A linen-bound notebook 
designed to accommodate ideas, aspirations and worries in the 
therapeutic activity of writing down your thoughts.
During the day there are so many distractions: the news, rushing 
from one thing to the next. But at night, when the rest of the word 
is quiet, we at last have an opportunity to restart a conversa-
tion with the important person we have neglected for far too 
long: ourselves. Writing is ultimately the task of discovering and 
developing what we think. There could hardly be a more important 
personal goal.
A 5 linen bound notebook / 21 cm x 14,8 cm/ 192 pages/ 100 grm 
Munken paper with printed dot grid

Brand: SCHOOL OF LIFE 
Price: 18 EUR
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Happiness is not a destination; 
it is a way of life. It is happening 
here and now, in every detail.
It can be simple things that make 
our lives different. 
This 30 day happiness challenge 
will suggest plenty of delightful 
experiences that will make you  
feel amazingly good. 
Pull the day-ticket and start the 
challenge! 
1 daily activity for 30 days to 
make your life happier.

Brand: DOIY
Price: 8,50 EUR 30
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The wax is hand-poured into eight-ounce 
recycled, colored glass containers that have a 
rustic, weathered, and charming design quality.  
In keeping good faith with our old-world, 
utilitarian ethics, these candles are built to last 
and maintain their fragrance through 60 hours 
of burning time. 

Box dimensions: 12 x8,5 cm
Brand: IZOLA
Price: 29 EUR
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is a natural hydration system that makes 
caring for your houseplants incredibly easy.  
A basic set consists of a partly glazed terra-
cotta cone and a glass reservoir with cork 
stopper in a cardboard gift box.  
  Because of the porous nature of the terra-
cotta, water will slowly seep through the walls 
of the cone into the soil.
Material: Terracotta, glass, cork

Brand: HOUSE OF THOL
Price: 23 EUR
Branding possibility: YES

#GREENERY
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set contains everything home gardeners 
need to experience the process of soil-free 
farming, including a frosted glass Hydro-
pod and ingredients for growing edible 
herbs. Boasting a small footprint, the 
self-contained system is ideal for desktops, 
windowsills and other indoor spaces.

Material: Glass, PP Plastic, Coconut Husk 
Pith, Plant food powder, Basil seeds
Dimensions: 3,75 x 4,25 x 4,25 in 

Brand: WANDPDESIGN
Price: 22 EUR

#GREENERY
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The Smart Garden 3 takes care of your plants 
automatically by making sure they have enough 
water, light and nutrients at all times.
Our NASA inspired Smart Soil makes sure your 
plants get the optimal configuration of water, 
oxygen, and nutrients, while special LED grow 
lights provide them with the energy they need 
to thrive. No pesticides, plant hormones, or any 
other harmful substances are used.
With a modular lamp arm, updated LED›s and a 
sleek design, this is the ultimate self-growing 
garden. Comes with 3 complimentary basil 
plant capsules so you can start growing right 
away!

Brand: CLICK AND GROW
Price: 3 STARTER SET: 82 EUR;  
9 STARTER SET: 123 EUR

#GREENERY
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Y If you want your plants to grow, you need to talk to 
them! And, of course, water them regularly. Smart plant 
watering reminder will start blinking and change its 
color to remind you  If you miss this warning, you will 
receive an audible notification.
Plant Rey is available in several colors.

Brand: PLANT REY
Price: 20 EUR 
Branding possibility: YES

#GREENERY



are symmetric and suitable for left as well as 
right hand use. The distinct graphic and sculptural 
features transform this ordinary tool to an artistic 
object.

Material: steel; Dimension: small 19 cm, big 24,5; 
Colour: black, cooper
Brand: NOMESS COPENHAGEN
Price: Small: 15 EUR, Large: 20 EUR
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M
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a is a 3-year-old olive tree and 
a perfect fit for your home.  
A symbol of endurance, 
carrying a strong message 
it is an extraordinary and 
memorable gift. 

Dimensions: 17x17 x44 cm; 
Weight: 1kg
Brand: MEDITERANART
Price: 31 EUR 
Branding possibility: YES

#GREENERY
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is an innovative charging dock that allows you to charge up to 15 
devices simultaneously + 2 USB.
In contrast with traditional, ugly power strips it looks great at 
your work desk, bedside table or kitchen countertop. The station 
is equipped with a 10A circuit breaker and it only allows the plug 
type C of low power devices like your smartphone, tablet and 
laptop.

Brand: EGG ELECTRONICS
Price: 32 EUR
Branding possibility: Can be branded with costumers logo, EEG 
power station design or fully personalized. 

#TECH & MUSIC



 is the thinnest (2.15mm) and loudest Bluetooth item 
finder. Simply connect it with a free app, put it in the 
wallet. It’s simple and sleek water-resistant design 
makes it fit perfectly into any wallet without feeling 
bulky or disruptive. Its flat surface makes it ideal 
for tracking most of your valuable items such as 
passports, luggage tags, notebooks, wallets, ...
You can ring them just like you’d call a lost phone. If 
your Chipolo Card is within the Bluetooth range (60 
meters) it will play a sound until you find it. It works 
the other way as well, you just double press the 
Chipolo Card and your phone will start ringing.

Brand: CHIPOLO
Price: 23 EUR
Branding possibility: YES
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.0 Chipolo Classic keeps an eye on your things. - You can 
put it on your keys, wallet, luggage or wear it on your 
purse with style. yOu can even put it on your pet.
Ring your keys, phone, anything. - Ring lost items just 
like you’d call a lost phone. If your Chipolo Classic is 
within the 60 m Bluetooth range, it will play a sound 
until you find it.
Find your phone. Near or far. You also have the ability 
to easily ring your phone by double pressing any of 
your Chipolo Classics. Your phone will ring even if it’s 
on silent.
Capture amazing photos with #ChipoloSelfie. - Making 
a great selfie is now easy. Just set your smartphone 
in the best position and shake the Chipolo Classic. It 
will count down with a sound until the app will take an 
amazing photo.
Longer battery life (9 months); Replaceable battery; 
Colorful design (6 colors)
Works with iOS & Android phones; Double Press & Find 
feature; Chipolo Network (over 150 countries)

Brand: CHIPOLO
Price: 24 EUR
Branding possibility: YES

#TECH & MUSIC
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makes sure that your smartphone, 
tablet or other small portable device 
never runs out of battery. toCHARGE 
has the capacity to fully charge your 
smartphone up to three times
This KREAFUNK bestseller is this year 
even improved: the size has been 
reduced, but it has been advanced with 
more power. It has a new cool leather 
strap to make it as handy as possible.

Colours: dark grey, black, pink, plum
For technical details: please visit 
selectedd.com or selected.hr 
Brand: KREAFUNK
Price: 36 EUR

#TECH & MUSIC
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your keys. But there is much more to 
this beautiful leather accessory. The 
chain itself is an integrated charging 
cable with USB to iPhone lighting + 
USB to micro USB

Materials: high quality leather and 
brass coated metal
Colours: black, rosa
Brand: KREAFUNK 
Price: 34 EUR

#TECH & MUSIC
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new routine with less presence 
of technology (cellphone, social 
media, etc). It gives you key tips 
that will help you to disconnect. 
Technology addiction can harm 
your social relationships. It’s 
worth changing. Stay strong, you 
can do it.

Contains: 1 ticket box + bracelet,  
Size: 15 x 17 cm
Brand: DOIY
Price: 8 EUR

#TECH & MUSIC



spreads the sound 360 degrees. 
The speaker brings you great 
sound and with the speakers’s 
TWS (True Wireless Stereo) func-
tion you can pair and play music 
from two aFUNK speakers at the 
same time. aFUNK will adorn 
any corner of your home. It is a 
piece of cake to connect aFUNK 
to your smartphone or any other 
Bleutooth device. It has up to 20 
hours playback time (80% vol.) 
Bluetooth CSR 4.2

Brand: KREAFUNK
Colours: black, grey, dusty pink, 
white, plum
Price: 75 EUR
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A is a small outdoor lamp that wants to be 
your personal lamp that you can bring 
everywhere you go.
The lamp is designed to perform a wide 
light and thanks to the moving handle 
could be placed or hanged in many solu-
tions and positions so to direct the light 
where you want. 
The circuit is composed by a 6W led and 
powered by a rechargeable battery pack.
Materials: ABS, PP, magnets, silicon, 
electric circuits

Brand: LEXON; Claudio Gatto
Price: 31 EUR

#TECH & MUSIC



tR
AD

IO transmits the traditional FM radio 
signal alongside the new DAB+ signal, 
and on top of that it also works as a 
Bluetooth speaker. So you can tune 
in on your favorite radio stations the 
“old fashioned” way or trough digital 
broadcasting. T Radio comes with a 
built –in lithium battery, ensuring  
10 hours of playback time.

Brand: KREAFUNK
Price: 98 EUR

#TECH & MUSIC



aG
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W  is a powerbank, lamp and speaker in a 
unified design. The product can keep power 
for up to 20 hours. aGLOW has a incorporated 
dimmer so you can regulate the lighting. It 
is perfect for warm summer evenings or in 
the living room when darkness arrives. The 
design is simple but elegant. The product is 
delivered in a beautiful wooden box.

Brand: KREAFUNK
Price: 74 EUR

#TECH & MUSIC
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retractable headsets contain an innovative dual self-winding 
system which ensures your cables are always the perfect length 
and never get tangled.
You can separately set the length of the cable on the head-
phones side or on the connection side. This allows you to position 
Twistear precisely where you want it and no loose cables will show 
through your suit or obstruct your sporting activities.
After you stop using your headphones you can easily store them 
inside the case with the press of a button. While stored in the case 
the cables will never get tangled. 
 
Patented dual self-winding system; High quality headphones, 
made in EU
Multiple colours;

Brand: TWISTEAR
Price: 15 EUR
Branding possibility: YES

#TECH & MUSIC



M
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O Cute and colorful, these tiny Bluetooth 3W 
speakers can be populated around your home 
for music wherever you want it. Struggling to 
take the perfect selfie? Sync Mino to your phone 
and use the convenient selfie remote button. 
A microphone allows you to make and receive 
hands-free calls. Rechargeable with included 
USB cord.

Available in colours: red, green, orange, blue, 
champagne, black, yellow, pink
Brand: LEXON
Price: 19 EUR

#TECH & MUSIC
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E With this luggage scale it’s no longer 
necessary to be worried about weight of 
the baggage.
Now you can weight your baggage in 
kilograms or pounds. 
Materials: Plastic & Nylon, Colour: 
Black, Dimensions: 9x14,5 cm

Brand: NOMESS COPENHAGEN
Price: 20 EUR

#EASY TRAVEL
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Now you just need one adapter when 
you travel. The Nomess Travel Adapter is 
multi-functional. It works in EUROPE, UK 
and USA making it the must-have when 
you travel. It can even charge your smart 
phone with the two USB ports.
Materials: softcoated platic/metal; Colour: 
black or red weight: 10 gr

Brand: NOMESS COPENHAGEN
Price: 21 EUR

#EASY TRAVEL
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for passport and boarding pass
Material: waterproof fabric, 
Dimensions: 11x22 cm Colours: 
Nude or Grey

Brand: NOMESS COPENHAGEN
Price: 21 EUR

#EASY TRAVEL
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T The perfect size to fit in your hand lug-
gage with all the essentials to freshen 
up. After being cramped in the cabin 
with all that recirculated air, this kit will 
have you feeling first class again (even 
if you’re in the cheap seats).
Contains: Face wash (50ml); Face 
cream (50ml); Toothbrush; Toothpaste; 
Expanding face towels

Brand: APOTHECARY DEPARTMENT
Price: 18 EUR
Branding possibility: YES from  
250 items up
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ie Whether you are a globetrotter, or 
simply looking for new ideas of holiday 
destinations, you must know that there 
are some places that you must visit in 
your lifetime. This interactive poster is 
a compilation of all these legendary 
places. Hang it, track your progress. Get 
your suitcase ready and bon voyage! 
Materials: Paper; Dimensions: 98x55 
cm; Colour: Green

Brand: DOIY
Price: 21 EUR

#EASY TRAVEL
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T Ear plugs for the squealing kiddies, an anti-nausea 

band for the turbulence, an eye mask for when you 
need to sleep (or pretend to be asleep), a face towel 
for freshening up before landing, and a notebook 
and pen, so you can make your postcard lists whilst 
you’re still in the air. 
Material: hard-wearing metal case, various; Dimen-
sions: 10 x12 cm; suitable for carry-on baggage; 
contains: eye mask, face towel, anti-nausea band, 
ear plugs, notebook and pen

Brand: LUCKIES OF LONDON
Price: 13 EUR

#EASY TRAVEL
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laIndulge yourself with the best 

pocket storm umbrella there is. 
From the stormproof frame to the 
leather trimmed handle: everything is 
designed with care. Senz umbrellas 
are light and easy to hold with one 
hand. The aerodynamic shape lets the 
umbrella float on the wind.

Dimensions when open: 91 x 91 cm; 
when closed: 6x29 cm, 420 gr
Brand: SENZ
Price: 61 EUR
Branding possibility: YES from 96 
items up

#EASY TRAVEL
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is an anti-theft backpack with  
15’’ laptop and tablet compartments, 
a pocket for cards and for mobile 
phone with cable access. 
A hidden zippered opening and a 
bottle cooler are extra benefits. 

Material: wool inex  
Dimensions: 40 x30x 20 cm
Brand: LEXON 
Price: 32 EUR
Branding possibility: YES

#EASY TRAVEL



For your travel insights
5 themed sections to fill in
5 tabbed sections to personalize 
Loyalty cards, checklists, calendars, 
travel info, budget and trip planners, 
memorable moments and more

Colour: Green
Dimensions: 13x21 cm
Brand: MOLESKINE
Price: 23 EUR

Also available: RECIPE JOURNAL and 
BOOK JOURNAL
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Soft white and metallic pewter  
8” globe with a contemporary stand on 
a diagonal axis.

Dimensions: 270x180 x180 mm.  
Box Size: 300x200 x200 mm
Brand: GENTELMEN’S HARDWARE
Price: 50 EUR
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Portable and versatile suitcase-
style barbecue. Features a 
lightweight stainless steel 
construction with a navy powder 
coated finish and clasp to lock 
shut. Includes a grill, coal tray 
and the iconic Gentlemen’s 
Hardware logo and ‘The 
Adventure Begins’ motto printed 
on either side. Packaged in a  
kraft box.

Brand: GENTELMEN’S HARDWARE
Price: 34 EUR
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Enter the 7-in-1 multi-tool 
for cyclists, featuring 5 
hex wrench settings plus 
crosshead and flathead 
screw drivers in one compact 
stainless steel tool.
Ride on!

Brand: DOIY
Price: 22 EUR
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carrier makes transporting that wine 
bottle on your bike a snap, literally! 
It attaches to most bikes without dif-
ficulty.  Simply slide any standard wine 
bottle (or even an ale bottle) in and 
snap shut - it’s a simple and beauti-
ful way to carry wine on your bike 
wherever you go: party, park, friends’ 
house...

Packaged in a great gift box.
Brand: MEN’S SOCIETY 
Price: 32 EUR

#FOR HIM
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EV
E is highly suitable for the nomadic lifestyle that 

we live today. On top of that it is equipped with 
extensive practical features. It has various 
compartments for storing your smartphone, 
power bank, smaller office supplies as well as 
the included shoulder strap. On the backside 
you will find an extra hand strap, witch allows 
you to carry it under your arm. 

Material: canvas/ PU leather
Colours: antracit, balck, grey
Brand: KREAFUNK
Price for 13.3’’ laptop: 43 EUR
Price for 15.6’’ laptop: 47 EUR

#FOR HIM
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Made from high quality British leather, 
sewn onto sturdy canvas. This washbag 
is the ideal size to sling into a gym bag 
or backpack.

Materials: leather/ canvas;  
Dimensions: 25 x 12cm
Brand: MEN’S SOCIETY
Price: 30,50 EUR

#FOR HIM
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ET Groom on the go with this elegant shave set!

Presented in a sturdy metal case, the 
satisfying click of the release catch reveals 
a generously sized mirror and an intricately 
designed shaving collection.
The blade head screws carefully into its 
stainless steel handle, allowing the two to 
be separated and require less space to be 
stored. A pair of stainless steel scissors 
completes the set. 

Contains: razor, scissors; mirror; metal 
carrier; gift-ready black craft box
Brand: IZOLA
Price: 22 EUR

#FOR HIM
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A great beard demands care and attention, 
both from its wearer and its admirers.
This wonderful beard kit contains all the 
essential products needed to help soften, 
moisturize and style your moustache and 
beard. Kept within a perfect pocket-sized 
gold tin - it looks great on the shelf but is 
also a super-size for travelling

Contains: Beard Oil. 10ml.; Moustache Wax. 
15ml. Stainless steel moustache shaped 
comb. Stainless steel scissors.
Brand: MEN’S SOCIETY
Price: 24 EUR 
Branding possibility: from 250 items up

#FOR HIM
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the perfect gift for the man that 
doesn’t like to use a thick heavy 
wallet. Perfectly packaged in an 
awesome craft gift box with gold 
foil decoration. 

Brand: Izola
Price: 18 EUR

#FOR HIM
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for scribing important correspondence, this pen is a 
sophisticated instrument for modern life.
Its six features are: ballpoint pen; ruler, bottle 
opener, screwdriver, phone holder, stylus
This pen has the reassuringly sturdy weight and feel 
of a quality writing tool. It’s perfect for both use in 
the office and for travelling. 

Brand: IZOLA
Price: 24 EUR

#FOR HIM
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1 Find the proper measure, break the ice, pop the 
cork and crack a brew with our brilliant stainless 
steel 4-in-1 bar tool.
No home bar would be complete without this 
funky gadget. You’ll be the ultimate sophisticated 
host as you measure spirits and open bottles with 
this sleek and professional tool. Comes in a nice 
kraft gift box. 

Brand: IZOLA
Price: 27 EUR

#FOR HIM



#FOR HIM

W
HI

SK
EY

 S
TO

NE
S are a great alternative to ice.  Drop them 

in your whiskey, or any tipple, to chill 
your drink without diluting. Made from 
100% Soapstone, which harbors less bac-
teria and fewer impurities than ice. These 
whiskey stones can be reused time and 
time again, just wash and freeze again in 
their bag.

Contains: Cotton Bag; 6 Whiskey Stones; 
Dimension: 11 x 8 cm
Brand: MEN’S SOCIETY
Price: 12 EUR

#FOR HIM
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o The wide bottom of the Wiskey 
glass grants stability and places the 
glass perfectly in the palm of your 
hand. The bottom curve creates a 
natural movement of the content 
increasing flavor and aroma. The 
glass closes in the rim intensifying 
and drawing aroma to the nose.

Brand: NORMANN COPENHAGEN, 
Rikke Hagen
Price: 35 EUR

#FOR HIM



The ideal gift for any whiskey drinker.
Contains:  high quality whiskey tumblers 
and our enormously popular whiskey 
stones & pouch, 2 coasters, one note-
book and pencil

Brand: MEN’S SOCIETY
Price: 35 EUR
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SHighly –acclaimed EU design witch has 
won praise from numerous publication 
Including Wallpaper and Techcrunch, is 
back in its best shape ever. A leather strap 
with magnetic snap button provides a snap 
closure. Anti-slip provides maximized grip. 
Take any call at any temperature!

Brand: MUJJO 
Price: 27 EUR

#FOR HIM



#FOR HIM

LE
AT
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W
AL

LE
T&

 P
HO

NE
 C

AS
E is designed to hold 2 to 3 of your essential 

cards such as ID and bank cards. This 
leather wallet case eliminates bulky pock-
ets. Already adored and adopted by many 
who have become dependent upon it, this 
case will protect your iPhone or Android and 
carry your cards all in one sleek package.

Models: Iphone: 8/7; 8/ 7 plus, Galaxy S8 
and S9; 
Colours: Black, Tan, Green, Champagne
Brand: MUJJO
Price: 35 EUR
Branding possibility: YES 

#FOR HIM
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’ Designed specifically for light and 
comfortable travel, this folio sleeve is 
made to last. Our signature full-grain 
leather, combined with wool felt, 
provides unrivaled padding with a soft 
touch. Premium YKK zippers, paired 
with custom-machined gun-metal 
hardware, ensure extra durability. One 
side sheep wool other side premium 
leather 

Brand: MUJJO
Price: 46 EUR

#FOR HIM



LE
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The concrete valet tray has been designed 
for men, thinking of what a man typically 
has in his pocket and needs to tidy when 
he gets home. It thus includes four useful 
compartments to store a wallet, a cell 
phone, keys and coins.

Brand: DOIY
Price: 26 EUR

#ZA NJEGA



TH
E 

HO
M

EM
AD

E 
GI

N 
KI

T contains everything you need to 
transform a generic bottle of vodka 
into a unique and delicious home-
blend of your very own gin.
Makes 750ml of homemade gin.

Includes: two 375ml Glass Bottles; 
fine stainless steel strainer; 
stainless steel funnel; one tin of 
juniper Berries; one tin of our secret 
botanical blend

Brand: W&P DESIGN
Price: 47 EUR

#GOURMET



CH
EE

SE
PO

RN
Refined and functional cheeseboard. It is 
composed of an Acacia wood base, a faux-
leather hanging strap and 2 magnetized 
golden knives, inspired in the legendary 
holed gruyère cheese.

Materials: faux leather, metal,  
stainless steel, wood
Contains: wooden board + 2 knives; 
Dimensions: 37X 23 cm
Brand: DOIY
Price: 33 EUR

#GOURMET



CH
EE

SE
 K

NI
FE Designed to be the only knife you’ll need for your 

next cheese board, The Cheese Knife’s multi-
purpose design makes slicing, spreading and 
spearing cheese a breeze.

Materials: Polished Hardwood, Brass Rivets, 
Premium Steel Blade Full-Tang Handle 
Multi-purpose Design: Slice, Spread, Spear 
Dimensions: 18 cm M Hand Wash Only
Brand: W&P
Price: 28 EUR

#GOURMET



KE
KS

 N
A 

EK
S The biscuit is a collection of spicy 

cookies with the taste of 2 locally 
produced Croatian brandys : šljivovica 
and pelinkovac and one wine sort 
named plavac. Best to eat : in two 
months’ time
The box contains 200 g of biscuit in 
each flavor 

Brand: DJURDJA PRETTYFACE
Price: 11 EUR

#GOURMET



BI
TE

 A
RT After you have eaten these delicacies, 

the interactive packaging is transformed 
into a framed work of art, containing 
reproductions of famous Croatian 
artists such as Vlaho Bukovac, Ivan 
Rabuzin,Marko Tadić, OKO, Ana Kolega 
and Hrvoje Majer. Bite Art Box contains 
traditional Croatian biscuits called 
Paprenjaci, made out of unique mix of 
honey and black pepper

Brand: BITE ART
Price: 17 EUR

#GOURMET



DE
KA

DE
NC

E contains 200 ml of extra virgin 
oil infused with 24-karat edible 
gold flakes. The beautiful bottle 
is decorated with unique hand-
made wooden bottle top and 
packaged in a lavish box.

Brand: MEDITERANART
Price: 50 EUR

#GOURMET



GO
LD

EN
 O

LI
VE

 O
IL

 E
XP

ER
IE

NC
E is a tasting sample that includes a deluxe box 

and a vial of extra virgin olive oil infused with 24 
karat edible gold flakes. 16 ml. The elegant glass 
vial comes in a velvet pouch and is paced inside a 
wooden hand sealed box.

Brand: MEDITERANART
Price: 51 EUR
Branding possibility: YES

#GOURMET
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If you want a memorable gift, a bonsai olive tree 
is just the right choice. Once the tree has over-
grown its ceramic pot, it can be transplanted 
and continue to grow as a permanent reminder 
of special moments. The wooden gift box also 
contains a bottle of extra virgin olive oil, a jar of 
green olive paste and a box of olive leaf tea.

Brand: MEDITERANART
Price: 51 EUR
Branding possibility: YES
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S You want to break with the habit of eating bad? 
You can do it. 
A habit is a behavior which is difficult to change 
because it becomes automatic and emotional with 
time and regular practice.
This 21-day program sets up a new healthy 
routine. It gives you key tips that will help you to 
eat better. Bad eating habits can harm your health. 
It’s worth changing. 
Contains: 1 ticket box + 1 bracelet

Brand: DOIY
Price: 8,50 EUR

#GOURMET
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S

The items are glazed with non-toxic materials, it can 
be washed in a dishwasher, however careful hand 
washing is recommended.
    
Large Plate in Matte Pale Pink, 26 cm, Price: 32 EUR
Medium “Moonstone” Plate, 22 cm, Price: 24 EUR
Brand: HANA KARIM
Possibility of branding: YES

#GOURMET
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#GOURMET

Gdje se skriva tartuf? Kako se priprema croissant?  
Ovaj slastan kviz o poznavanju hrane i pića 
sadržava 140 kartica na kojima su pitanja s 
višestrukim odgovorima.

Dimenzije: 55 x 130 x 90 mm.
Brand: RIDLEY GAMES
Cijena: 74 kn
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Designed as a triangle which symbolises stability and 
groundedness, this bottle opener features a series of 
triangles all throughout its solid form and empty spaces. 
Apart from being a hand tool, Triangle becomes a sculp-
ture when not in use. Available in brass finish and satin 
silver

Brand: VAU
Price: 34 EUR

#GOURMET



is multi - functional box designed to store your per-
sonal belongings. The built in sliding tray make it easy 
to get extra organized and help you locate all the little 
but important items. The lid doubles as a mirror. Lift 
the lid and place it vertically in the back of the box and 
you have a portable beauty station.

Material: balsa wood, mirror
Brand: NOMESS COPENHAGEN 
Price: 69 EUR
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is a bulletin board to pin your great ideas, flowers, plants or jewelry.
Material: Paper; Dimensions. 19,5 x 26 cm
Colours: black or white

Brand: Nomess Copenhagen
Price:

#FOR HER

EX
IB

IT
 B

OX
is a bulletin board to pin your great ideas, 
flowers, plants or jewelry.

Material: Paper; Dimensions. 19,5 x 26 cm
Colours: black or white
Brand: NOMESS COPENHAGEN
Price: 36 EUR



TH
E 
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NT

OU
R 

KE
Y 

RI
NG

closes neatly with a screw 
clasp. Wear the ring around 
your wrist or clip it to your 
belt.

Shape: drop or bell 
Material: Brass
Brand: AREAWARE
Price: 16 EUR

#FOR HER
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Just connect your smartphone to 
the purse and restore your power. 
The simple and chic purse allows 
you to keep your credit cards, 
money as well as your smartphone 
safe in just one place.It has 6 credit 
cards slots + pocket for coins + 
pocket for receipts
5000 mAH lithium battery, suitable 
for smartphones up to 15x8 cm; 
charging time: 7 hours with 5V/1A 
adaptor or 3.5 hours with 5V/2A 
adaptor

Brand: KREAFUNK
Price: 45 EUR

#FOR HER



RA
DI

AN
T 

SK
IN

 K
IT keep that radiant glow at home or on the 

go. This naturally formulated, precision 
blended kit has everything needed to look 
and feel great and it meets the regulations 
for airline hand luggage.

Contains: Cleansing Face Oil. 50ml.; Radiant 
Body Oil. 50ml.; Radiant Face Oil. 30ml. 
Disposable Face Towels. 
Dimensions: 14 x10 cm
Brand: APOTHECARY DEPARTMENT 
Price: 23 EUR

#FOR HER



TE
RR

A 
LI

GH
T adds a touch of mood atmosphere to every 

space. The warm terracotta material and the 
robust finish provide for an artisanal look.

Material: terracotta 
Dimensions: 29x 12 cm
Brand: SERAX, Van Driessche
Price: small H 29cm – 52 EUR,  
medium h 39 cm: 68 EUR,  
large h 51 cm:: 85 EUR

#FOR HER



KE
YR

IN
G 

PE
N Minimal metal keyring shaped 

as an iconic key. It includes a 
small pen that you can always 
have at hand.
 
Material: brass,  
Dimensions: 6,5 
Brand: DOIY
Price: 8,50 EUR

#FOR HER
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PRINTWORKS LAPTOP CASE ensures 
that your computer get the same 
stylish treatment as the rest of your 
outfit. Elegant yet playful, this way you 
can bring your computer directly from 
the business meeting into the night 
club. 
Designed to fit MacBook Air 13”, 
MacBook Pro 13” and MacBook Pro 15” 
or any other devices with the maximum 
dimensions of 36 cm x 25 cm.

Colours: grey/beige, black/blue
Brand: PRINTWORKS
Price: 37 EUR

#FOR HER



BO
TT

LE
 V

AS
E 

by
 k

la
ss

 k
ui

ke
n The bottles collection is a project of 

mass produced green glass bottles. 
they get new individual shapes when 
designer Klaas kuiken works with 
them. he blows them one by one into 
unique objects.

Dimensions: 31 cm
Design: KLASS KUIKEN
Price: 84 EUR

#FOR HER



OR
OB

OR
US

 n
ec

kl
ac

e This simple circle with a twist is a reinterpretation of 
the classical oroborus symbol, a snake swallowing its 
own tail. It symbolises re-creation, the fusion of begin-
ning and end, the cycle of life and death: eternity.
Made out of solid metal, with a hand polished finish.
Technical specifications
• massive metal, silver
• hand polished
• a handmade box
• a product description leaflet

Product dimensions: 20 x 20 x 4 mm
Packaging dimensions: 106 x 156 x 23 mm
Product weight: 20 g
Product weight with packaging: 115 g
Brand: VAU
Price: 27 EUR

#FOR HER



In the modern workplace, corner offices 
and water coolers have given way 
to open layouts and office dogs. Yet 
while the workplace itself is changing, 
what it takes to be a good employee 
and reliable coworker remains the 
same. From maximizing productivity to 
navigating office dating and communal 
kitchens, Work Life is a handbook for the 
modern office—whatever yours looks like. 
Premium hardcover 

Brand: W& P; author Molly Erman
Price: 18 EUR
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A friendly indoor swing is a divine gift for any terribly busy 
person. It’s a softly curved tool to relax your body and 
mind, encourage a creative standstill or active rocking. We 
prescribe this cure for anyone who hasn’t indulged in at least 
an hour of carefree playtime since childhood.
• plywood, pampered with a mix of natural oils
• rope ready to handle heavy loads
• really serious steel hooks
• screws are not included
• made with skilled hands somewhere in Slovenia

Dimensions: Plywood: 57 x 20 cm / 22,44 x 7,9’’,  
Rope lenght: 240 cm / 94,50”
Brand: KAAITA 
Price: 80 EUR
Available: White with white rope; Black with black rope; 
Natural with white rope

# O R G A N I S E  /  W O R K /  L I F E  B A L A N C E
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In the modern workplace, corner offices and 
water coolers have given way to open layouts 
and office dogs. Yet while the workplace 
itself is changing, what it takes to be a good 
employee and reliable coworker remains 
the same. From maximizing productivity 
to navigating office dating and communal 
kitchens, Work Life is a handbook for the 
modern office—whatever yours looks like.
 
Brand: PRINTWORKS
Price: 28 EUR
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Prism Magnifier is a desk magnifier made from 
glass crystal that renders image and text at 
1.5x the actual size

Small: 5.9x6.8x3.6 cm
Brand: AREAWARE, design by Daniel Martinez
Price: 25 EUR

# O R G A N I S E  /  W O R K /  L I F E  B A L A N C E
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TH
E 

EY
E is a set of two contemporary 

and elegant metal trays that 
form an eye when overlaid. 

Dimensions: 30 x 14 cm and 
4,5 x 2,5 cm
Colour: Gold and blue or green 
and white
Brand: DOIY
Price: 28 EUR

# O R G A N I S E  /  W O R K /  L I F E  B A L A N C E
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R

is a splendid Advent calendar filled with 
nothing but incredible whisky!

Contains: 24 different, handmade 30ml 
wax-sealed drams, from light and creamy to 
rich and complex. 
Brand: DRINKS BY DRAM
Price: 118 EUR PR
EM

IU
M
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TH
E 

GI
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AD
VE

NT
 C

AL
EN

DA
R is here! This charming box is filled with 24 of the most 

exciting gins, from both world-renowned names and 
exceptional craft brands. 

Contains: 24 different, handmade 30ml wax-sealed 
drams, from light and citrusy to rich and rootsy.
Brand: DRINKS BY DRAM
Price: 104 EUR

# X M A S
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RE

E is a modernist wood sculpture. It depicts a pine tree and 
consists of independently rotating layers, allowing for 
a variety of configurations. This tree is designed using 
measurements from the Golden Ratio, a universal propor-
tional system that is thought to play a role in the human 
perception of beauty. A great gift any time but especially 
at Christmas as an alternative to a real tree.

Material: Basswood; Dimensions: 43,2X 23,5 cm 
Brand: AREAWARE by Johannes Molin
Price: 37 EUR

# X M A S



CO
OL

SN
OW

GL
OB

ES The snowflake suspends the crystal-
line, geometric perfection of the 
nature. Black base

Glass Globe: 10 cm x10 cm x 12, 5 H
Price: 40 EUR

# X M A S
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SK
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RS

posted in top –notch form, our skiers 
conjure the feeling of crisp, cold wind of 
the mountain slopes. They wear the ski 
uniform of a former time, evoking the 
dual nature of winter: The comforting 
warmth of the season’s nostalgia and the 
vibrant cold of the season’s thrills. 
 
Glass Globe: 10 cm x10 cm x 12, 5 H
Brand: Coolsnowglobes
Branding possibility: YES
Price: 40 EUR
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KO
OG

LE are hand-blown glass balls from the 
60-year-old Zagreb family tradition.  
A box of fluted glass with gold or silver 
leaflets is packed in a gift box. Koogle 
diameter: 10 cm

Brand: Koogle
Dimensions: dia 10 cm
Price: 11 EUR

# X M A S
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The STOFF Nagel candleholder 
represents the essence of its time and 
its creators. 
The design touches the Scandinavian 
virtues and minimalistice style when 
it elegantly catches the light in your 
living room and shapes itself with its 
surroundings, yet it holds a contrast 
to the edgy, stylistic and functional 
design. You can shape it as you prefer 
and create your own expression and 
underline its sculptural properies in 
your own unique way
 
Brand: STOFF Nagel
Price: 1 candle holder: 29 EUR
Price: 3 candle holder: 76 EUR

# X M A S



Komplet od 20 fotografskih 
rekvizita posebno 
dizajniranih za Božić za 
snimanje najkul fotografija 
obitelji, prijatelja i kolega. 

Brand: DOIY
Cijena: 74 kn
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How does holiday smell like?  
This scented candle will unveil that 
secret. Made from 100% natural wax. 

Dimensions: 8x8 cm
Brand: DOIY
Price: 10 EUR

# X M A S



HO
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SC
EN

T 
in

 a
 s

pr
ay HOLIDAY SCENT in a sprey. This home 

fragrance is cconut and manoi flower 
ispired.

Dimensions: 17,5 x9 cm; Colour: blue
Brand: DOIY
Price: 8 EUR

# X M A S



Concentric circles symbolise the universal 
way in which nature expands, from a 
centre towards infinity. The flame is sym-
bolically located at the very centre of the 
composition, while the concentric circles 
surrounding it form a dynamic structure. 
Material: massive metal (ZAMAC - aged 
brass finish); hand polished
• a handmade box
• a product description leaflet

Product dimensions: 53 × 53 × 50 mm; 
Product weight: 340 g
Brand: VAU
Price: 38 EUR

# X M A S
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ON

 S
UR

VI
VA

L 
KI

T The ideal antidote to the office Christmas 
party. Clear your head the morning after 
with everything you need to feel refreshed. 
The bath oil and eye cream in this kit 
are both made from fully natural, hand 
pressed ingredients.

Contains: Toothbrush & toothpaste; Sleep 
mask, Restorative bath oil, Bright eyes eye 
cream.
Brand: MEN’S SOCIETY
Price: 24 EUR

# X M A S



Prices for most  products refer to quantities up to 100 pieces.
For larger quantities please contact us.
VAT is not included in the price.
The minimum order is 12- 50 pcs, depending on the  brand policy.

Payments: 50% prior to order, the rest on the day of delivery or via the  
B2B webshop SELECTED.COM /SELECTEDD.HR

Delivery of products for orders over 900 EUR  is free of charge  in the Zagreb area.
You can find more interesting products at B2B web shop SELECTEDD. COM
or SELECTEDD.HR.

If you are interested in buying less then 12 items of one product you can shop at our 
retail page SELECTEDD.COM or SELECTEDD. HR

For some products the order deadline is 31.10.2018. or until the stock expires.

We invite you to opt for business gifts on time because we can not guarantee delivery 
and desired higher quantities last minute before Christmas!



Minuta dvije za usluge d.o.o.
Palmotićeva 29, 10 000 Zagreb
Contact: Nives Borko
e-mail: contact@selectedd.hr
webshop@selectedd.hr
nives@minutadvije.hr
Mob.: 091 2012 456

c a r e f u l l y  s e l e c t e d  c o r p o r a t e  g i f t s


